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Tilted fiber gratings (TFGs) are a special kind of grating with a pile of blazed structures, which could couple the 
light transmitted inside the fiber core into the cladding mode or radiation mode. Since G. Meltz firstly reported a 
TFG based fiber tap in 1990[1], the TFGs have been developed over two decades. During this period, massive 
applications based on TFGs have been demonstrated, such as in fiber polarimeters, fiber taper, polarization 
equalizer, polarizer, spectrometer, fiber sensors and mode locking fiber laser system[2,3]. According to different 
coupling behavior, the TFGs could be sorted into three types: 1, backward cladding mode coupling; 2, forward 
cladding mode coupling; 3, radiation mode coupling. 45°-TFGs were firstly proposed by Westbrook and 
demonstrated as an in-line polarimeter [4]. Because 45° is also the Brewster’s angle of fiber grating, Zhou and 
Zhang et. Al have proposed to use 45° TFGs as an in-fiber polarizer in 2005[5].  So far, the main applications of 45° 
TFGs have been focused on the all fiber ultrafast laser systems [6-8]. Recently, researcher from Bern University of 
Applied Sciences in Switzerland and Kent University in UK have introduced the 45° TFGs as an in-fiber diffractive 
grating into spectroscopy and imaging system [9,10]. However, there was no report on detailed analysis about the 
diffractive characteristics of radiation mode of 45°-TFGs.  In the paper, we would theoretically and experimentally 
analyze the diffraction characteristics of radiation mode of 45º TFGs, including the far field profile of radiation 
mode, the angular dispersion and the diffractive angle of 45º TFGs.  
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Figure 1 (a) the schematic drawing of radiation mode of 45º TFGs; (b) the vector relationship of grating vector, core 
mode and radiation mode; (c) the schematic of the light refraction at the interface 

Figure 1 (a) showed the schematic drawing of radiation mode of 45º TFGs, in which the structure of TFG has a 
titled angle θ and a period Λ, and the different wavelength light was taped out of the fiber at the different radiation 
angle. The vector relationship between radiation mode, core mode and TFGs could be described in Figure 1(b), 
where, K is the wave vector of the incident light, which is 2 /nπ λ ( n  is the refractive index of  the fiber and λ  is 
the wavelength of the light); KG is the wave vector of TFG, which is 2 /π Λ , and it is resolved into two orthogonal 
direction Kx and Ky; KR is the wave vector of the radiation mode.  According to the vector algorithm, the scattering 
angle of radiation mode inside fiber could be obtained from Equation 1.                     
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Where, β the scattering angle with respect to the fiber axis; θ is the tilt angle of fiber grating. 
In Equation 2, β is the scattering angle of radiation mode from the fiber core into cladding. When the light launched 
into the air, the refraction at the interface between fiber cladding and air should be considered (see in Figure 1(c)). 
The scattering angle of radiation mode outside the fiber would be rewritten as : 
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Figure 2 (a) showed the simulated angular dispersion of 45º TFGs versus the wavelength with four different periods 
390nm, 563nm, 637nm and 748nm, in which the angular dispersion is not a constant, under the same period, the 
angular dispersion is nonlinearly increasing as decreasing the wavelength, and the larger period is the higher angular 
dispersion. For a 45º TFGs with 748nm period, the simulated angular dispersion is around 9.189X10-4rad/nm at 
1550nm, which is around 0.053°/nm. Our experimental result has shown the angular dispersion is around 
0.054 / nm° ,which is perfectly agreed with the theoretical result. 
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Fig.2. (a) Simulation results of angular dispersion with different period; (b)The Experimental and simulation results 
of diffractive angle of light at the wavelength range from 1530nm-1570nm.  
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